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From the Editor’s Desk…
This is a special, supplemental edi on of the Morgan Link to highlight Morgan Motor Company’s launch of the new
three wheeler, the Super 3.
Morgan started produc on back in 1909 with a 3-wheeler. We have seen photos, in previous edi ons, of the recrea on of this car built by Chris Booth and displayed at his museum. 3-wheelers built as racers, runabouts, and
family cars have been available with a variety of engines right up un l 1952. A new version was introduced in 2011
which con nued to 2021. Now, on February 24, 2022, Morgan Motor Company introduced the latest version of a 3wheeler by the name of the Super 3.
This edi on is largely thanks to Dennis Glavis of Morgan West who has shared photos and press releases from the
Morgan factory. There are photos of a endance at the o cial press release, Morgan stock photos, price lists and full
explana ons of the speci cs of this new vehicle. Also, thanks to Grace Lovejoy for
ge ng the informa on to me.
Rest assured that this is not the March issue of the Morgan Link, but a bonus extra
because I thought that with this new development, I would like to bring you as
much informa on as possible in a mely fashion.
In future Morgan Links, we will re-print ar cles where writers have actually had a
chance to test drive a Super 3 and give us their impressions. I am also, in this extra
edi on, re-copying the links to some good videos of the Super 3. It is nice to see
them in ac on!
Congratula ons to Morgan Motor Company and we wish them
success in the sales of the new Super 3.
Happy reading and safe driving!

Respectfully,
Steve Blake

The Morgan Link
March 2022

Editor – Steve Blake

sblake@telus.net

The Morgan Link is the nearly monthly magazine of the PACIFIC MORGAN OWNERS GROUP, a non-pro t organiza on serving Morgan
automobile enthusiasts and friends across the globe.
Copyright © 2022 by PACIFIC MORGAN OWNERS GROUP.
Permission must be requested to reproduce any por ons of this magazine. If granted, give PACMOG credit, acknowledging the issue,
author, source, or photographer stated. Email the editor for permission.
Submi ng Material for Publica on: Email content to the above address. Deadline: 10th of the month of publica on or by special
arrangement from the editor. Ask for an extension, you will most likely get it!
Submissions by email preferred. Text should be in .doc, .docx, .txt, or .r formats. Pdf les would need to allow full access to change
content. Photos should be sent in as high a resolu on as possible. Send photos separate from ar cles. The Editor reserves the right to
edit material for style, content, relevance, collegiality, spelling, grammar, length, and appropriateness for the Morgan Link.
Adver sing: Limited non-commercial adver sing is free to members. Commercial adver sing is available at a cost of $25 for a business
card size for one year. Business card size is approximately 1/8th of a page. Larger ads are accepted at - Full page - $200, half page $100,
and 1/4 page is $50 per year for the number of issues be publish (8-12).

Disclaimer:

While we make an e ort to ensure that material presented in the Morgan Link is accurate, neither PACMOG, nor its

directors, or the authors can be held responsible for any inaccuracy or error in any ar cle or adver sement. It is up to the readers to
sa sfy themselves that any technical or other advice, solu on, method, material, product or service is right for them and their vehicle.
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Cover Photo Credit:
This cover for this supplemental photo is one that was
cropped from a Morgan Motor Company press release
photo. Unfortunately, our 5X5 format didn’t allow room
for the third car.

PACMOG Directors
Chair, Editor
Steve Blake
sblake@telus.net

Contributors
Thank you to the following people for contribu ng
ar cles, photos, ideas, or opinions to make this
magazine a success.

Vice Chair, Webmaster
Tom Morris

Susan Blake, James Gilbert (MMC), Dennis Glavis, Grace
Lovejoy, Jonny Smith, sta photographers at Morgan
Motor Company, Steve Morris, Jonathan Wells, Chris
Arthur, Toby Blythe

The Morgan Sports Car Club (MSCC) UK
The Morgan Sports Car Club of Canada
The Morgan Historic Register
Bri sh Car Council Inc.

Communications
Chris Brunt-Tompsett

Insured with Aviva Insurance Company of Canada
through Arthur J. Gallagher Canada Limited

cabt@shaw.ca

PACMOG Cons tu on:
The purpose of the society is to encourage the
restora on, preserva on and enjoyment of all Morgan
Motor Company vehicles. The group will foster
communica on, coopera on, educa on and recrea on
among all members by holding regular monthly
mee ngs as well as drives, social events, shows and
other events related to cars. By doing this we can enjoy
the company of other enthusiasts and share our
passion with members of the public as well as
PACMOG members.
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Here come the Super 3!

Morgan Motor Company
Presents

The Super 3
Launch date - February 24, 2022
By popular demand, Morgan Motor Company has introduced a new 3-wheeler to replace the
last model that re red in 2021. The all new Super 3 built on what the factory learned from
comments of previous 3-wheeler owners and ideas from their design team. There are many
“ rsts” and unique features about the Super 3 that make it a vehicle worth considering.
In the following pages, we will ll you in on the Super 3’s speci ca ons, opitons and quali es.
Enjoy exploring the Super 3 and good fortune to those of you who live in a country where you
can buy one! Unfortunately, for us in Canada, we are out of luck.
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Introducing Super 3: the all-new Morgan
Malvern, 24 February 2022
The Morgan Motor Company today unveils Super 3, one of the most intriguing and dis nc ve
vehicles the company has ever built. Super 3 has been designed from the ground up to o er new
levels of character, thrill and adventure, principles that have de ned Morgan’s three-wheeled
product since the company was founded 113 years ago.
At the very heart of Super 3’s personality is its driving character. Primarily, a three-wheeled
Morgan is a vehicle that en ces you to get behind the wheel, o ering a unique combina on of
mechanical feel, connec on to the environment and visual di eren a on from anything else on
the road. Few vehicles will engage their occupants like Super 3, which encourages owners to feel
present in the cra of motoring and en ces them to embark on incredible adventures.
As the company’s most con gurable model to date, Super 3 o ers an extensive list of op ons and
accessories that allow owners to tailor their own experience. From adventure touring accessories
to race-inspired liveries, Super 3 adopts mul ple personali es to re ect the individuality of its
owner. Three expressions of these personali es can be seen on the launch vehicles.
Like every Morgan, Super 3 will be built in Malvern, Worcestershire, at the company’s Pickersleigh
Road factory. Skilled cra smen and women have been handcra ing cars in these hallowed red
brick buildings since 1914, just ve years a er HFS Morgan invented the rst Morgan, known as
‘The Runabout’.
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History
HFS Morgan built his rst three-wheeler in 1909, in the process founding the eponymous
Malvern-based manufacturer. Three-wheelers would con nue to be produced un l 1952, over
that me se ng myriad records in racing and taking on adventures in some of the most extreme
parts of the world. In 2011, Morgan would revive the three-wheeler with a version encapsula ng
the spirit of the early V-twin-engined cars.
Notable was the introduc on of a new variant in 1932, the F-Type, which featured an enclosed
car-derived Ford engine in place of the original front-mounted V-twin, itself prophe c of a
narra ve that was set to repeat nine decades later. The original need for the F-Type was based on
customer feedback, including customer demand for a third gear as well as reverse.
Steve Morris, Chairman and CEO, Morgan Motor Company, said: “Following on from the
incredible success of the outgoing Morgan 3 Wheeler has been no easy task. When we rst
decided to reintroduce it back in 2011, the company couldn't have imagined just how popular
and successful the V-twin model would be. The Morgan 3 Wheeler represents something
di erent, something unique and something to be celebrated. As we launch Super 3, I am
con dent that our latest three-wheeled o ering is as relevant as ever.
“We have developed this vehicle at a me when the industry, and the wider world, has been
challenged beyond comprehension. Yet our engineering and design teams, along with our project
partners, have been able to deliver a
ng new chapter to Morgan’s three-wheeled story. “The
all-new Super 3 introduces new levels of engineering integrity to Morgan, a new sense of
adventure to the brand and a new design language that indicates our future direc on.”
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Quick Facts
• Morgan introduces Super 3. An all-new Morgan, Super 3, con nues the 113-year legacy of
three-wheeled Morgan vehicles
• Built upon the company’s new three-part aluminium pla orm, Super 3 is the rst Morgan with a
monocoque structure
• Powered by a 1.5-litre Ford three-cylinder engine, it signi cantly exceeds the power and
performance gures of previous three-wheeled Morgan models
• Super 3 introduces a new product family for Morgan, the design language of which draws
inspira on from the jet age, an era in which func on in uenced form and horizons were
broadened
• Super 3 is focused on o ering a unique motoring experience within which driver engagement
and the pursuit of adventure is encouraged
• The most con gurable Morgan ever, Super 3 has been designed with a limitless combina on of
op ons and accessories for owners to tailor their vehicle
• Super 3 is me culously engineered, having undergone the rm’s most rigorous durability
programme to date
• Super 3 succeeds the 3 Wheeler, which was produced between 2011 and 2021
• Available to order now, Super 3 is priced from £41,995 in the UK, with customer deliveries
star ng in June 2022
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Super 3, the name

Morgan has a long history of using the word 'Super' in its product names, da ng back to Super
Sports three-wheelers of the 1930s and more recently with four-wheeled cars such as the Aero
SuperSports. In any deployment, the term has represented an enhanced level of performance
and re nement and a moving forward of technology. Super 3 is the embodiment of this. A
further link is the prominence of the term ‘super’ in the American lexicon of the 1950s and
1960s, a period of culture during which some of the early inspira on for Super 3 was anchored.
Super also de nes a new product family for the company, joining the 'Plus' range and se ng a
new design language for future models.

Design Overview

With Super 3, Morgan introduces a new design philosophy. In comparison with the outgoing 3
Wheeler, which was created in the style of the 1920s V-twin-engined three-wheelers, Super 3’s
designers and engineers have drawn in uences from the mid to late century. The jet age was an
era in which there was a logical rela onship between func on and form, as the horizons of
imagina on were broadened.
Aerodynamic and mechanical requirements have heavily in uenced the form and propor ons of
Super 3. This is most notable in the cast aluminium structures
that provide the face of the vehicle, brace the engine and
control the corner packages, while also direc ng air into the
side-mounted cooling packs.
Two rectangular ‘di user plates’ – referred to as ‘sideblades’ –
intelligently manage cooling requirements while also
presenting a platform for panniers, luggage racks and
liveries.
Super 3 is Morgan’s rst clean-sheet design since the
launch of the Aero 8 in 2000 and the company’s biggest
visual departure since the 1962 Plus 4 Plus. Super 3
challenges the typical perceptions of Morgan design yet
remains true to the company’s underlying principles and
heritage.
The exact positioning of the engine – now car-derived and mounted in-board – within
Super 3 is of crucial importance. Chosen in part due to its compact nature, the inline
three-cylinder block sits precisely behind the front axle line, delivering op mum weight
distribu on and desirable propor on. The la er is a key principle for Morgan's designers, who
determine it vital that the body of the car is visually towed by its front wheels rather than sat on
top of them. Super 3 has a mechanically intricate front end and exhibits linear geometry, which
is inten onally contrasted against the trailing aerodynamic passenger compartment.
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Honesty of design is one of Morgan’s key principles, and Super 3 embodies this wherever you
look. Every feature – no ma er how super cial it may appear – has an underlying mechanical
purpose: the vehicle celebrates the marriage of design and engineering. Examples of this are
prominent throughout Super 3. Features such as the metallic impressions in the footwell side
panels, which s en the surface but are
exposed as a design feature. Everything is honest, with reason.

Face

Super 3’s face portrays two familiar headlights and a horseshoe front grille, both recognisable
elements of Morgan design. Mounted on the headlight pods are two small, machined aluminium
turrets. These turrets house the indicators and posi on lights, sa sfying wide eld-of-vision
requirements and resul ng in the headlights themselves si ng lower and delivering a low-slung,
purposeful aesthe c.
The engine resides beneath the nose cone, which is posi oned deliberately to deliver both
op mal weight distribu on and desirable propor on. This visual mass sits directly behind the
centre line of the front wheels and is a principle propor on of Super 3. Beneath the cowl, the
engine is visible through a mesh with its moving mechanical components clear to see.
Bracing the engine are structural aluminium cas ngs nished in silver or black. These cas ngs
support the engine and corner packages while also duc ng air into the cooling packs. The
mechanical requirements of these cas ngs have delivered the character of Super 3’s face and
have become a crucial design element.
All of the elements of Super
3’s wishbones, pull-rod
suspension and headlight
structure have been shaped
to assist air ow to the
radiators behind them, and
the mechanical complexity is
reminiscent of that of earlycentury three-wheeled
Morgans. The headlight
stalks themselves are
structural, ac ng as an
addi onal brace between
the upper and lower
wishbone pick-up points,
while con nuing to re ect
the vehicle’s trihedral theme.
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The engine mount strategy is unique to Super 3. Speci cally, the Hartland Strut – named a er
the Morgan engineer that designed it – is the foremost mount and integral to the face of the car,
while managing the torque reac on of the engine.
The front wheel design is by Morgan. The wheels' posi ve o set allows for the longest possible
suspension wishbones, with the brakes mounted far out. This maximises ride quality, handling
and stability. The inside face of the wheel arches is closed-o , which works aerodynamically both
to reduce wind noise and to help the ow of cooling air to the radiators behind them. To keep
Super 3 looking propor onally correct, an all-new tyre has been developed with Avon (see
driving dynamics, below).

Sideblades (di user plates)

One challenge faced during the crea on of Super 3 was the desire to maintain a small footprint
while also improving on the turning circle of the outgoing model. Sculpted cas ngs carefully
ank the engine, with rectangular radiators si ng outboard of these cas ngs, and this limited
the space available for the front wheels.
To overcome this challenge, the radiators have been encapsulated behind extremely thin and at
panels. On a jet aircra , these panels would be referred to as ‘di user plates’; on Super 3, these
‘di user plates’ are referred to as the ‘sideblades’. The sideblades e ciently manage inbound
and exhaus ve air ow through the radiators.
Coincidently, this aesthe c re ects a long-standing Morgan design trait of a central body anked
by separate wing forms.
The sideblades also allow numerous luggage moun ng op ons thanks to some uniquely
designed universal xings, also referred to as ‘accessory rails’. Owners can choose from a range
of panniers and exo racks that are neatly xed and secured to the sideblades. The feedback and
experience of exis ng 3-Wheeler owners has been instrumental in determining Super 3’s
adventure and touring creden als. During a decade of Morgan 3-Wheeler produc on, owners
have taken their vehicles on road trips and adventures around the world. These adventures,
combined with adventure motorcycle touring and overland vehicle design, provided inspira on
to Super 3’s designers throughout the project.
Sideblades can be painted to match the main body colour or nished in a contras ng colour, and
they provide a canvas for the applica on of decals and livery packs.
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As well as providing an aerodynamic advantage, the pull-rod suspension brings dynamic bene ts
by reducing unsprung weight. In parallel with the shape of the front cas ng, it facilitates a free
ow of air towards the side-mounted radiator packs. Visually, the setup reduces clu er and is yet
another example of form and func on being one and the same.

Tail

While the front end embodies mechanical honesty, the tail contrasts this with elegant, streamlined
simplicity. An exposed rib forms a beltline around the ver cal midpoint of the vehicle. This feature
is a nod to tradi onal seam joining techniques deployed on mid-century aircra fuselages, and it is
o en apparent in 'belly tank' racers and early jets. Beneath it lies a unique cut-o tailpipe design, a
feature that would normally be impossible but which meets regula ons due to its posi oning
inbound of this beltline.
A cas ng at the rear apex of Super 3 mirrors the texture and func onal prowess of the front
cas ngs. Primarily, the rear cas ng clamps the two sides of the monocoque structure together.
However, it also houses the fog and reverse lights, provides a base for the number plate mount
and obscures the all-important pressure relief ven ng for the rear wheel well. Furthermore, the
rear cas ng integrates a hinge for the rear boot lid and op onal luggage rack, and it allows this
accessory to be li ed independently or in unison with the boot. Underneath the rear clamshell
boot is an enclosure sculpted to provide maximum luggage capacity.
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The interior of Super 3 has – necessarily, given its adventure creden als – been designed for
resilience. Rated at an approved ingress protec on level of IP64, any part of the interior is
completely dust- ght and protected against water splashing from any direc on, even down to the
integrated USB sockets.
The minimalist dashboard features Morgan’s tradi onal centre-mounted dials, but for the rst
me in a Morgan they are fully digital. Their surrounds – available in both anodised black or silver
nishes – are formed from metal, just like any touchpoint in the cabin, and are cold to the touch,
giving a material authen city. The engine start/stop bu on, inspired by the ‘missile release’
bu on on military aircra , is carried over from the outgoing model.
A choice of seat materials includes vinyl, water-resistant leather, saddle leather with enhanced
durability and a technical fabric that combines a high level of water resistance, UV resistance and
ease of maintenance and which o ers an appealing alterna ve to leather.
Available for the rst me is a footwell heater, making Super 3 even more suitable for adventure,
while comfort is further enhanced by a reach- and rake-adjustable steering wheel and a quickrelease adjustable pedal box.
A universal xing – the same as the ones mounted to the vehicle sideblades – is mounted under
the dashboard and allows for a cup holder or Quad Lock phone mount to be ed. Bungee cords
can be ed to the chassis impressions in the outer cockpit to provide a quick storage solu on for
coats, maps and small bags, while a discreet lockable underseat compartment allows more
valuable items to be stored.
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Jonathan Wells, Head of Design, Morgan Motor Company, said: “Morgan 3 Wheeler owners are
individual, relish doing things in their own way, and ac vely seek adventure. With Super 3, we
aimed to exaggerate these quali es through design.
“Super 3 stands out as something di erent. It looks towards our past, is relevant in the present,
and reinstates a rm vision of Morgan’s design future.
“It felt natural to derive in uences for Super 3 from the succeeding decades its 1920s
inspired predecessor was paying homage to. During the ‘jet age’, the balance of form vs func on
was equalized. It was within these decades that the most aerodynamic forms were, not only
required, but also admired.
“Morgan o ers a unique cohesion of design, engineering and cra in all of its products, and this
is especially apparent within Super 3. No component is super uous. Every part has a func on
and – in most cases – has more than one purpose. This approach has provided signi cant
economic bene ts and has allowed us to deliver an excep onal high quality throughout.
“Super 3 gives you a deep mechanical connec on to the car and your surroundings. It takes the
idea of adventure and escapism beyond just a roman c no on, whilst presen ng a blank canvas
for self-expression.
“Life is rarely more complicated a er a drive in a Super 3.”
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Pla orm
Underpinning the Morgan Super 3 is a bonded aluminium Superformed monocoque pla orm.
Morgan’s exper se with bonded aluminium pla orms dates back more than two decades, to the
start of Aero 8 produc on, and was furthered with the CX-Genera on pla orm used in the 2020
Plus Four and 2019 Plus Six. Super 3’s pla orm evolves that technology further s ll.
For the rst me in Morgan history, the pla orm is a true monocoque, with stressed exterior ‘Asurfaces’ (as opposed to a unibody design found on most modern produc on cars, with bolt-on
non-structural panels). Not only does this make for a lighter and more rigid chassis but also
provides packaging bene ts and gives more interior occupant space with no intrusion. Its rigidity
not only bene ts the car’s dynamic capability but also enhances safety, with Super 3 mee ng the
same exac ng M1 and Reg. 12 frontal
impact standards as Morgan’s Plus Four and Plus Six four-wheeled cars.
Super 3 con nues
Morgan’s longstanding use of
Superform
technology. The
hea ng of aluminium
to a superplas c
state before vacuum
forming it allows for
intricate exterior
shapes to be created
with a lower material
stress than pressing.
While Superformed
exterior panels are a
proven technology in
automo ve
produc on, this is the
rst me the process
has been used to produce a structural vehicle pla orm.
Further displaying Morgan’s use of innova ve construc on techniques is the exposed structural
front cas ng. As well as providing the rigidity of the car and moun ng points for the suspension
while performing a vital safety func on, it also carries the a rac ve nish required of an Asurface. As a display of the car’s mechanical honesty, it provides a link to motorcycles, which use
exposed cas ngs in their frames.
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Engineering

Drivetrain

In 1933, Morgan introduced the F-Type three-wheeler, which made the switch from V-twin
power to a conven onal Ford engine, housed under a bonnet. Almost a century later, Ford has
again been chosen to supply the engine, speci cally its innova ve 1.5-litre naturally aspirated
three-cylinder petrol engine. Powerful, e cient and characterful, it provides a combina on of
a ributes which make it perfectly suited to its applica on in the Morgan Super 3. Extensive
development has gone into tuning the engine’s acous c content and enhancing its natural and
dis nc ve three-cylinder character. It is excep onally
compact and has allowed Super 3’s design to remain true to form without compromising
passenger space.
The engine is coupled to ve-speed Mazda gearbox, as found in MX-5 and used in the outgoing
Morgan 3 Wheeler. Unlike the previous model, however, no compensator is required in the
driveline, therefore minimising complexity and weight. The bevel box has been re-engineered
using a custom tooth pro le, and it drives through a carbon bre-reinforced drive belt.
The powertrain meets motorcycle Euro 5a, which is in line with cars, and will meet Euro 5b
which includes OBD requirements.
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Driving dynamics

Core to any Morgan product is driving enjoyment, and thanks to more than a century of
experience, the company has become a global leader in the dynamic behaviour of three-wheeled
vehicles. Super 3 is no excep on. It is fundamentally stable – achieved through a dedica on to
keeping the vehicle’s mass within its contact triangle – and feels planted but with an asser ve
turn-in feel. Pull-rod suspension is key to this, bringing mass inboard and reducing unsprung mass
while aiding air ow to the radiators.
Morgan has worked in partnership with Avon to develop its own 20-inch diameter tyre for Super
3. Reviving the iconic Speedmaster name, the tyre is based on the look of a heritage motorcycle
tyre with 'ballooned' sidewalls but has been engineered speci cally for Morgan and is closer to a
car tyre in its design. To ensure ul mate performance, the compound and casing design have
been through mul ple itera ons of ne tuning.
The rear tyre on a three-wheeler plays a crucial role in the handling and dynamic capabili es. The
company has undergone a rigorous tes ng programme to determine the exact tyre choice for the
rear of Super 3. A er signi cant real-world
tes ng and simula on, an Avon all-season
tyre was selected to provide op mum slip
angle. The rear tyre on a three-wheeler is
o en subjected to the dir est, we est part
of the road, and as the driving tyre it must
maintain appropriate contact and grip.
Extensive development has also taken place
to tune the feel of the controls. For example,
the clutch is deliberately well weighted with
a short travel, to re ect the short throw of
the gearbox. Par cular a en on has been
paid to the pedal spacing, allowing easy
heal-and-toe gearchanges and retaining a
playful feel.
While mechanical connec on was crucial,
re nement has been enhanced thanks to a
combina on of the rigidity of the bonded
chassis and extensive drivetrain
development. A new bevel box with custom
tooth pro les (see drivetrain, above) reduces
addi onal noise, and has been carefully
tuned to ensure it maintains a straight-cut,
race-car feel but without an overbearing
mechanical noise.
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Durability

The Super 3 marks Morgan's most comprehensive vehicle development programme yet. The
company has employed a new level of competence in CAE (computer-aided engineering) and
structural durability simula ons. Its engineering prac ces are in line with many OEM wholevehicle programmes and far exceed motorcycle standards.
In tes ng, Super 3 has outperformed its targets. Several valida on prototype vehicles have been
opera onal at numerous proving grounds, undergoing con nual durability programmes
comprising Belgian pavé, torsional ramps and con nuous full-bore accelera on and braking tests.
Further test vehicles have undergone 'real-world' mileage accumula on in all condi ons,
exceeding the parameters of any
tes ng programme operated by the
company to date and allowing for
extensive insight into the life of the
vehicle.
Par cular focus has been paid to
Super 3’s cooling package. Using a
temperature-, pressure- and loadcontrolled environment, simula ons
have included the running of the car
fully laden in some of the harshest and
most challenging environments in the
world, all of which were achieved with
high levels of cooling redundancy.
Chris Arthur, Chief Engineer, Morgan Motor Company, said: “The Morgan Super 3 represents a
new level of engineering integrity for Morgan. Superform techniques have allowed us to achieve
something that is typically out of reach for niche manufacturers. The monocoque pla orm is
light, s , strong and resilient and looks good. Throughout the vehicle, the quality of nish is
comparable to that of much larger manufacturers, and we feel we have engineered a car that
delivers a lot more value to Morgan customers.
“Super 3 remains true to Morgan’s roots because it’s a non-standard construc on and every
element has purpose. We have employed techniques that are appropriate and improve the
quality for the customer. It is a modern take on u lizing your own produc on methods to remain
unique.
"I am par cularly proud to be a part of the team tasked with delivering Super 3. While we have
grown in recent years, we remain a small yet hugely resourceful and talented group. Super 3 is a
testament to their skill, knowledge and hard work.
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Op ons & accessories
Customiza on

Super 3 is the most con gurable Morgan to date. The company has curated an extensive list of
more than 200 op ons and accessories, each one allowing owners to tailor their Super 3. A key
project aim was to design and homologate all accessories and op ons alongside the
development of the main vehicle. This not only ensures that those op ons work in total harmony
with the vehicle but also removes the need to retro t addi onal op ons once the vehicle has
been built.
Feedback from owners of previous three-wheeled models has been instrumental in de ning
some of the key accessory themes. These themes – three of which can be witnessed on the
vehicles demonstrated at launch – include adventure touring, contemporary design and classic
motorsport.
Morgan has developed
many of its own
op ons and
accessories and worked
with several key
partners to help curate
the op ons available.
These project partners
include Malle London,
Beeline and Quad Lock.
Malle London
Malle London creates
the nest Bri sh
motorcycle luggage
and adventure
accessories. Morgan
has worked in partnership with Malle London to develop the Morgan x Malle range of vehicle and
clothing accessories.
The Morgan x Malle pannier is made from 18oz waxed black canvas and features unique xtures
on the reverse to a ach the pannier to the sideblade. The size of the pannier is unique to Morgan
and features mul ple compartments as well as a rear-mounted cup holder.
A Morgan x Malle driving jacket has been developed in a partnership between the two
companies. Available in black or desert sand, a matching knee guard helps to protect the
occupant’s legs in adverse weather condi ons.
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Beeline Naviga on

Working in partnership with Beeline, Super 3 features Morgan’s rst in-car naviga onal solu on.
Deliberately simple yet e ec ve in its applica on, Beeline technology is currently employed in
several motorcycle applica ons. A bespoke bracket ts onto the column top to neatly mount the
Beeline device. The device itself is waterproof and shockproof, linking to a smartphone app
o ering worldwide coverage via Google mapping.

Quad Lock

Making use of accessory rails situated around the vehicle and under the dashboard, a secure
smartphone moun ng solu on has been developed in partnership with Quad Lock. Using Quad
Lock’s universal xings, a smartphone mount works alongside a Quad Lock case that is available
for all smartphones.

Accessory Rails

In what has been recognised as the company’s rst patent, a unique xing has been designed to
allow for myriad opportuni es to adorn Super 3 with addi onal op ons. Known as 'accessory
rails', the xings are available in anodised black or silver and can be applied to sideblades, under
the dashboard, on the front and rear bulkheads, on wind de ectors, on the rear luggage rack and
on the rear end of the hard shell pannier. Accessory rails allow for the addi on of items such as
so panniers (developed with Malle
London), a hard shell pannier available in body colour or mohair, an exo side rack with op onal
bungee cords, an internal cup holder, a Quad
Lock phone mount, a helmet mount and camera
moun ng points. Accessory rails also x on to
the wind de ectors, which are available in two
sizes and can be interchanged as desired. A tall
wind de ector can be ed for longer touring,
while low wind de ectors can be op oned in
clear or yellow nt. Each accessory rail also
features a thread for moun ng a camera,
providing owners with a simple solu on to
capture their adventures on video.
Hard Shell Pannier
Aluminium hard shell panniers can be op oned as part of a Super 3 build speci ca on. The
panniers use accessory rails to x on to the sideblades and can be secured using a security
fastening mechanism. Available in mohair fabric nish – or painted to match the speci ed body
colour of the vehicle – hard shell panniers provide a quality and aesthe cally pleasing luggage
solu on. A fabric-lined interior and weatherproof exterior ensure that items are transported in
safety. To the rear of the hard shell pannier there is an accessory rail to allow for an externally
mounted cup holder.
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Graphics Packs

As with the previous Morgan 3 Wheeler, graphics packs play a signi cant role in the customisa on
of the Morgan Super 3. A choice of ve full vehicle liveries and seven individual decals can be
selected, with the opportunity to combine graphics and apply a custom 'call sign' or na onal ag.
Inspira ons from avia on, technical glitch graphics and heritage markings have inspired many of
the decals. Owners can select a call sign for their Super 3, which will add their ‘pilot’ name and
that of their ‘co-pilot’ in a motorsport-inspired applica on just below the cockpit. Should they
wish, owners can also choose to add their na onal ag, which will be situated next to their call
sign.
Super 3 is all about fun and being di erent. Each of the liveries and decals has been designed to
add further personality to the vehicle, a quality that has resonated with Morgan owners in
previous models.

Luggage Racks

An exo-skeleton rear luggage rack is sculpted to the rear pro le of Super 3 and can be speci ed in
black or silver. The rack is a ached by a hard xing point to the aluminium cas ng at the rear of
the vehicle and is designed to open and close along the same axis as the boot, nega ng the need
to remove it when opening and closing the boot. When down, the rack latches on to the roll
hoops with a simple xing. It also features holes and slits to allow for the a achment of storage
ne ng. Side racks are designed in the same style as the rear rack and are also available in black or
silver with a range of bungee cord colours to choose from. The side racks allow for the quick
storage of so bags or clothing.
Toby Blythe, Head of Marke ng, Morgan Motor Company, said: “Op ons, accessories and
customiza on are fundamental to the ethos of Super 3. We iden ed several key themes among
owners of the previous Morgan 3 Wheeler and looked to expand on them. Working with a handpicked selec on of project partners in the premium lifestyle, outdoor and technology industries,
we have been able to o er Super 3 owners an almost endless choice of vehicle op ons that can
be speci ed at order point or at a later date.
"The concept of premium u lity is something that features heavily in Super 3’s op ons: the idea
that you can equip items that are luxurious and quality yet s ll ruggedized and func onal. This
concept is celebrated in products such as the Malle London x Morgan so panniers, and we are
delighted to have worked with such like-minded companies.
"We are con dent that Super 3 will build on Morgan’s incredible heritage of three-wheeled
vehicles by o ering something to our exis ng customers as well as appealing to those who are
new to the brand. We can’t wait to watch as Super 3 owners embark on incredible adventures all
over the world.”
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Technical speci ca ons:
Engine: Ford 1.5-litre, inline three-cylinder
Gearbox: Five-speed manual
Maximum power: 118 bhp (87 kW) at 6500 rpm
Maximum torque: 110 lb (150 Nm) at 4500 rpm
Accelera on 0-62 (0-100kph): 7 seconds (pending nal cer ca on)
Top speed: 130 mph (209 kph)
Fuel economy (combined): 40 mpg (pending nal cer ca on)
CO2 emissions: 130g/km
Dry weight: 635kg
Length: 3581mm
Width: 1850mm
Height: 1132mm
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The Press Launch at the Factory
On February 24, 2022, Morgan Motor Company had the Press Launch at the factory for the new Super 3. Thank
you to new member and Morgan Dealer from Santa Monica, Dennis Glavis, for sharing these photos and his
comments from the Launch.
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Light grey trim also available in dark grey or black

The blackout trim look with Thunderbird coral paint

Op onal amber windscreens- full electronic
instrumenta on and this model has a painted Dash

Panelled waterproof leather trim

A much roomier interior, with wider seats and longer
seat squabs

Texturized fabric interior that is both stain proof and
waterproof - very, very impressive
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A huge removable luggage rack for carrying very
large volumes of gear plus ed so or hard luggage
on the sides

What a fantas c rear design!

Hey, posterior treatment like a disco
Volante!
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Sue Petra, Morgan 3-Wheeler racer, in one of the new Super 3’s
Special Edi on 2022

UK Price for the Super 3 (GBP)
List Price 34,995.83

VAT 6,999.17 Total 41,995 On the road from 43,165 GBP

On the road price applies to England mainland only and includes delivery to dealer, pre-delivery
inspec on number plates and
ng, fuel, rst year Vehicle Excise Duty, rst registra on fee of
55 GBP and courtesy check three months a er delivery. These prices are correct at the me of
wri ng but subject to change without no ce, and should be con rmed with the supplying dealer.
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Paintwork
Colour forms an important part of any speci ca on and Morgan have the ability to paint any model in almost
any colour imaginable. To help customers to reach their decision on colour choice, a range of solid, metallic and
three- stage pearle colours have been carefully chosen by Morgan’s design team.
There are 3 solid colour choices at no cost.
Jet Green
Coral Orange
Eden Blue

Paint op ons are available for cost.
Solid colours (14 choices) are charged at 595 GBP
Metallic colours (13 choices) are charged at 995 GBP
Pearl colours (3 choices) are charged at 2,495 GBP

If you want a colour choice out of this range, the costs are:
Special solid colour 895 GBP
Special metallic colour 1,295 GBP
Special pearl colour 2,495 GBP
Ma e nish surcharge 395 GBP
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Sideblade Finishes
The unique sideblades ed to Super 3 manage air ow through the radiators, whilst also allowing numerous
luggage moun ng op ons. The sideblades can be painted to match the main body colour or nished in a
contras ng colour, and they provide a surface for the applica on of decals and livery packs.

Matching body colour

No charge

Contrast solid colour

395 GBP

Contrast Metallic colour

595 GBP

Contrast Pearl colour

795 GBP

Ma e nish surcharge

295 GBP

Front Wheel Finishes
The design of the 20-inch front wheels is unique to Super 3. The posi ve o set allows for the longest possible
suspension wishbones, with the brakes mounted far out. This maximises ride quality, handling and stability. To
op mise performance, an all- new tyre has been developed with Avon, featuring a unique tread pa ern and
compound.

Black gloss solid

395 GBP

Graphite sa n metallic

395 GBP

Matching sideblade colour and nish

595 GBP
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No charge
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Silver metallic

Cowl Finishes
The engine resides beneath the nose cone, posi oned to deliver op mal weight distribu on. The visual mass sits
directly behind the centre line of the front wheels, and is a principle propor on of Super 3. This feature can be
highlighted further through customiza on. The colour of the cowl can be selected from one of the ve colours
below.
Cowl matching body colour

No charge

Ma e nish to Cowl

195 GBP

Sport Black

495 GBP

Metallic Silver

495 GBP

Dark Silver

495 GBP

Sport Red

495 GBP

Midas Gold

495 GBP

Structural Cas ngs
Bracing the engine are structural aluminium cas ngs nished in silver or dark grey. These cas ngs support the
engine and suspension packages while also duc ng air into the radiators. The mechanical requirements of these
cas ngs deliver the character of Super 3’s face and are therefore a crucial design element.

No charge

Dark Grey Castings
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595 GBP

ti

Silver Castings

Graphics
Graphics packs play a signi cant role in the customiza on of Super 3. A choice of ve full vehicle liveries and
seven individual decals can be selected, each of have been designed to add further personality to the vehicle.
Avia on and heritage markings have inspired many of the designs. In addi on to the liveries and decals, a call
sign which adds a ‘pilot’ and ‘co-pilot’ name can be chosen, along with an op on to add a na onal ag next to
the call sign.
To fully visualize the graphics op ons, please refer to the Super 3
con gurator.
Prices from 215 GBP to 1,595 GBP
Example to the right

265 GBP

Brightwork
Gloss Black Cockpit Hoops

No charge

Polished Cockpit Hoops

395 GBP

Black Wing Mirrors

No charge

Polished Wing Mirrors

95 GBP

Black Vent Mesh Inserts

No charge

Union Flag Badges - Colour

79 GBP

Union Flag Badges - Black

79 GBP

Exhaust
Mild Steel Exhaust System

No charge

Stainless Steel Exhaust System

995 GBP

Polished Tailpipe

No charge

Ceramic Coated Tailpipe - White. 345 GBP
Ceramic Coated Tailpipe - Black. 345 GBP
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Ligh ng

Halogen Headlights No charge

LED Headlights

995 GBP

Addi onal LED Driving Lights 695 GBP

Interior Tex les
A choice of seat materials includes Moto Vinyl, water-resistant Grained Mariner leather, smooth, saddle Typhoon
leather with enhanced durability, and a technical fabric that combines a high level of water resistance, UV
resistance and ease of maintenance. Technical fabric also o ers an appealing alterna ve to leather.
Moto Vinyl - Black No charge
Grained Mariner Leather (Sand, Black, Tan, Dark Brown) 895 GBP
Smooth Typhoon Leather (10 Colour Choices)

1,395 GBP

Technical Fabric (4 choices)

1,195 GBP

S tching

Ver cal pleated 495 GBP

Thread Matched to Upholstery Colour

No charge

Contrast Thread Colour

195 GBP

Quilted S tch 595 GBP
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Box S tch 495 GBP

ti

Plain No charge

Embroidery

No Backrest Embroidery no charge

Morgan Wings Logo 195 GBP

Super 3 Numeral 195 GBP

Trim Extras
A choice of tunnel upholstery is o ered, along with Cockpit Inserts which, when speci ed add a pad to the chassis
impressions in the outer cockpit, approximately where the occupants elbows could touch the cockpit. Cockpit
Inserts can be speci ed in a choice of upholstery.
Cockpit Inserts - Black Moto Vinyl
Cockpit Inserts - Matched to Upholstery
Rubber Floor Mats - Black.
Upholstered Tunnel - Matched to Upholstery
Upholstered Tunnel - Black Moto Vinyl

295 GBP
395 GBP
195 GBP
No Charge
195 GBP

Cockpit
As with all Morgan sports cars, a choice of real wood veneers can be speci ed. This op on celebrates the rare skills
of the Morgan cra smen and women, who will expertly veneer the vehicle’s dashboard.

Body coloured Dashboard is no charge in either gloss or ma e nish
Raven Black or 6 di erent veneer nishes

Gloss

595 GBP

Walnut

Brown Velvet

Tawny

Burbinga

Natural Ash

Zebrano
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Ma e 645 GBP

Cockpit

Anodized Black

No charge

Anodized Silver 295 GBP

Super 3 Steering Wheel
Moto-Lita Zero Dish 13”, Black Leather Rim, Black Spokes
Moto-Lita Zero Dish 13”, Dark Wood Rim, Polished Spokes.
Moto-Lita Dished 14”, Black Leather Rim, Silver Spokes
Moto-Lita Dished 14 “, Black Leather Rim, Black Spokes.
Moto-Lita Dished 14”, Dark Wood Rim, Polished Spokes
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No charge
745 GBP
845 GBP
745 GBP
745 GBP
845 GBP
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Hardware Accessories
Lockable Under Seat Storage

295 GBP

USB Charging Points

95 GBP

Quad Lock Integrated Phone Mount

245 GBP

Footwell Lights

145 GBP

Cup Holder (1)

145 GBP

Footwell Heater

795 GBP

Heated Seats

495 GBP

Immobilizer

No charge

Cat S5 Stolen Vehicle Tracker (2)

705 GBP

Beeline Naviga on Unit And Mount

295 GBP

Morgan x Malle Seat Step Guard (3)

tbc

Cockpit Bungee Cords - Black

175 GBP

Cockpit Bungee Cords - Beige

175 GBP

Cockpit Bungee Cords - Orange

175 GBP

(1) Includes Under-Dash Accessory Rail
2) UK market only, price listed is for tment only, subscrip on charges apply payable in monthly or annual
instalments directly to service provider
(3) Price and availability to follow
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Accessory Rails
Patented accessory rails have been designed to allow addi onal op ons to be speci ed on Super 3. They can be
applied to sideblades to allow the addi on of so or hard shell panniers and exo side racks with op onal bungee
cords. Specifying cockpit accessory rails provides a moun ng point for the op onal Quad Lock phone mount and
wind de ectors.

Cockpit Accessory Rails - Silver

125 GBP

Cockpit Accessory Rails - Black

125 GBP

Side Blade Accessory Rails - Silver

245 GBP

Side Blade Accessory Rails - Black

245 GBP

Screens
Low Wind De ectors - Clear (1)

225 GBP

Low Wind De ectors - Yellow Tint (1)

295 GBP

A ermarket Tall Flyscreen (1)(2)

1,195 GBP

(1) Requires Cockpit Accessory Rails
(2) A ermarket accessories may not be homologated for all markets and are subject to
ng charges in addi on
to the prices shown. Please contact your Morgan Dealer for availability and ed prices

Protec on
Paint Film Protec on

895 GBP
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Tonneau Cover (7 colour choices)
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Exo Side Racks, Pair - Silver (1)

695 GBP

Exo Side Racks, Pair - Black (1)

695 GBP

Exo Side Rack Bungees, Pair - Choice of Black, Beige, Orange (1)

125 GBP

Morgan x Malle Pannier - Le Side (1)

595 GBP

Morgan x Malle Pannier - Right Side (1)

595 GBP

Morgan Hard Shell Pannier - Black Mohair Finish - Le Side (1)

995 GBP

Morgan Hard Shell Pannier- Black Mohair Finish - Right Side (1)

995 GBP

Morgan Hard Shell Pannier - Black Mohair Finish - Pair (1)

1,695 GBP

Morgan Hard Shell Pannier - Matched To Side Blade Colour - Le Side (1)

1,295 GBP

Morgan Hard Shell Pannier- Matched To Side Blade Colour - Right Side (1)

1,295 GBP

Morgan Hard Shell Pannier - Matched To Side Blade Colour - Pair (1)

1,995 GBP

Exo Rear Rack - Black

1,295 GBP

Exo Rear Rack - Silver

1,295 GBP

(1) Requires Side Blade Accessory Rails

A ermarket Accessories
295 GBP

Headlight Mesh

195 GBP
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Services
Photographic Build Record

495 GBP

Morgan Driving Academy - Vehicle Familiarisa on Course (1)

No cost item

Factory Collec on via UK Dealer

1,000 GBP

Rest of World Surcharge (2)

1,800 GBP

(1) Morgan Driving Academy courses are held at Morgan Experience Bicester in a vehicle provided by Morgan.
Courses include a mix of road and track driving with one-to-one instruc on. Terms and Condi ons apply, these
along with joining instruc ons will be sent directly to the customer a er the vehicle order has been received by
Morgan Motor Company
(2) Only applicable to vehicles des ned for markets outside of the UK and Europe. Please consult your Morgan
Retailer for further informa on.
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Three Super 3 videos to watch

(Click on the links below the photos - the start arrows are just screen captures)

h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuXdaLc0byQ

h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hi9-Nnzc1Hc
The third video is from the Late Brake Show with Jonny Smith
h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPmUvibglfM
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Ordering
Super 3 is available to order from Morgan dealerships in the UK, Europe, the USA and select ROW
markets at launch. Customers in the UK and Europe will receive their vehicles rst, with USA
deliveries following later in 2022. Japan, Australia and select other ROW markets will follow
therea er. Interested customers are encouraged to contact their nearest Morgan dealership for
informa on on availability in their market.
The price for Super 3 starts at £34,958.33 excluding local market taxes. In the UK, which is
Morgan’s biggest market, Super 3 is £41,995 plus on-the-road costs. Pricing is in line with the
outgoing model, which nished produc on in 2021 with a limited run of P101 special edi ons.
A new con gurator is live at launch, allowing customers to fully tailor their new Super 3.
Expressions of the vehicle provide a star ng point for users to begin con gura on. The
con gurator is powered by gaming technology and gives users a 360° view of the vehicle.
We have two adver sers in the Morgan Link who would be happy to arrange a Super 3 purchase
for you. One is on the east coast of the USA and the other on the west coast. You can nd contact
informa on for these two below.
East Coast

West Coast

501 Industrial Drive
Lewisberry, PA
17339

3003 Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA
90405

Phone: 717-932-6600

Phone: 310-998-3311

info@morgancarsmidatlan c.com

dennis@morganwest.net

www.morgancarsmidatlan c.com

www.morganwest.net

Contact:
Dennis Frick or
Lori Van Houten Frick

Contact:
Dennis Glavis, Managing Director
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